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Dry January, Anyone? Nah, I prefer It Wet! - By Eddie Lloyd


I have a lot of friends doing dry January at the moment, and I find it very admirable 
that people can abstain from alcohol for the full 30 days. Personally, I awake on the 
1st January with every intention of joining in, as is always the case with the dreaded 
hangover, but my resolve usually lasts less than 30 hours, let alone 30 days!


I did manage 12 days, however, and felt a lot better for it. That was, until, I went to 
visit a sick relative at the weekend and being there with my father, meant that the 
single malt came out and any refusal to take part in “just the one tot” was something 
that was immediately shot down.


“I know you’re on dry January, but this is a one-off and I insist you join me in a 
whiskey” insisted my father. So much for the parental responsibility!


So, half a bottle later and the conversation flowed. We talked about our relative who is 
not in a good way and took note, that despite their illness getting worse, they seemed 
very upbeat. Always worth thinking about when suffering from a hangover!


Anyway, apart from the ill relative, we got talking about betting. You guessed it, dry 
January was used as a comparison to the mentality of betting.


There are a lot of challenges out there that encourage people to take on the challenge 
of staying “dry” during January and not take a sip of alcohol. I’m planning on starting 
a new challenge for Betfan readers that doesn’t involve alcohol, but betting - Drumroll, 
please....


Find a Fruitful Tipster February or FFTF from now on!


From the 1st February (Thursday), I will be encouraging readers to utilise Betfan’s 
proofing pages to find a tipster that works for them. We’ve a ton of information that 
can be used on the website and once you’ve found one that suits you, we can look at 
setting up a special deal for you.


So, how do we go about this?


Let’s start by looking at the Top Performers -


https://members.betfanplus.com/top/betfan 

Have a look through each tipster and look at their history of proofing. Would you be 
comfortable with the amount of bets that they deliver? Could you cope with long 
losing runs but then big priced winners, bringing us into profit? Do you prefer lots of 
winners but a smaller profit?
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Once you’ve found a tipster that you like the look of, then take note and every day go 
through their proofing to see if you would have been happy with that day’s 
performance. You’ve got two weeks to find a tipster that you’ll be comfortable with. 
Trial a few if you like. At the beginning of February, we’ll start giving special discounts 
to those that have kept track of a tipster and get them up and running at a discounted 
price. Happy days and probably a lot easier than doing dry January! Me, I prefer it 
wet!


There are two selections for the Turbo Winning System, today -


16:35 Kempton - Mercers 


19:40 Kempton - Iley Boy


Back on Thursday with another look at the weekend’s football and next week, I’ll be 
showing you what I’ve done to prepare for the FFTF!


Dubai World Cup Carnival 2018 - Things To Look For - By 
High Roller Racing


The Carnival season is upon us once again and I find this annual occasion very 
interesting and very exciting. To me it’s another Festival I look forward to with 
immense expectation of great racing.


What am I looking forward to about this years Carnival? Well I have so many things I 
could write about but I have narrowed my ‘huge’ list down to just five things for us all 
to look for this year.


I look forwards firstly to the vast amount of International stars, horses that is, who will 
be racing and giving us all their Superstar Quality throughout the Dubai Carnival. 
Apart from the UAE horses we have horses coming from USA, France, Norway, 
Ireland, UK and South Africa. I am not sure if the Japanese are planning to be there 
this season. Surprisingly the Scandinavian horses do well at the Carnival with Niels 
Peterson making the breakthrough in 2015 with Beat Baby.


Secondly I look forwards to seeing one of my favourite horses running the winning 
machine Vazirabad from Alain Du Roger-Dupre’s yard in France. This grand old 
Warrior is a regular visitor to this meeting and all being well he will go for an 
unprecedented third win in the Dubai Gold Cup. I do hope he does it!


Thirdly we will see some of the fastest sprinters in the world. The going is normally 
‘lightening quick’ and it’s a fantastic site to see these majestic sprinters bolting down 
the sprinting course at the Carnival. What a treat!
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Fourthly I look kindly at the Godolphin dominance of the meeting... why you ask? Well 
their dominance gives us a lot of opportunities to back winners. They promote and 
sponsor the Carnival and I think they deserve a good return of winners for doing so... 
in my eyes this is a MAJOR spectacle in the racing calendar. Perhaps Heavy Metal or 
Long River for Godolphin could give current favourite Thunder Snow something to 
think about.


Finally the World Cup on the final evening of the meeting is the $10 million showpiece 
with top rated thoroughbreds up for this massive prize. Last year Arrogate was the 
first horse to be rated over 140 when winning. Arrogate seems a mere shadow of 
himself nowadays and perhaps that leaves the door open for Collected or West Coast 
to step forwards. Whatever it’s an event to savour. I hope you enjoy every aspect of 
this years Dubai Carnival.


High Roller is back in winning ways after a damp start to January. The last two tips 
have won at 15/8 and 5/4 so come and follow my team for a profitable time. Summary 
is a max of one tip per day... you pay just £10 if the tip wins and nothing if it doesn’t. 
Follow the link below and join a service who won big style in the last few months of 
2017.


Simply follow the link below... 

For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE! 

Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Vardy Can Score Against His Old Club 

Jamie Vardy scored 31 goals in 36 appearances for Fleetwood Town in the 2011-12 
Conference Premier season. Both the player and club have been upwardly mobile in 
the last few years. Vardy won a Premier League title with Leicester and has played for 
England while Fleetwood have risen to the third level of English football and have 
ambitions to get higher. VARDY was injured so couldn’t play in the original tie at 
Fleetwood but is 4/6 with William Hill score at any time during 90 minutes of the 
replay in Leicester tonight. The home side should progress but may not get the job 
done in 90 minutes and are massive favourites to qualify for the next round. The 
winners of the fixture are at PETERBOROUGH in the fourth round and that side are 
1000/1 to win the FA Cup.  


There are jumps meetings at Hereford and Ayr today and an All-Weather fixture at 
Kempton. There is only contest that offers over £15,000 to the winner, another that is 
worth over £10,000 but no other race today offers more than £6,000 to the winning 
connections. Prize money in British racing is derisory compared to other racing 
nations but it’s the ones without an on-course betting option that can provide the 
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lucrative races. Diversity in the type of racing and how you can place a bet are paid 
for by low levels of prize money and you can’t please all the people all the time. The 
richest race of the day is at Kempton (6.40pm) and DANZAN is a decent colt with a 
big chance and the horse can be backed at 11/8 with Ladbrokes.  


Ronnie O’Sullivan plays Marco Fu in the Masters snooker at the Alexandra Palace. 
The Rocket has won the tournament three times in the last four years and is the 
favourite this time. His opponent recorded the highest break in the event last year and 
produced six century breaks. Both players have positive mental associations with the 
venue and tournament. Playing at his best and fully focused O’Sullivan is the best 
player in the world and a five-time world champion. He seemed to be playing with 
freedom and a couldn’t care less attitude which is a dangerous combination. 
O’SULLIVAN minus 1-5 frames in the best of 11 match is 4/9 with Betfair.


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Today is not the best of cards but there is still profits that can be made. I have 
decided just to focus on HEREFORD today as the all-weather doesn’t offer much and 
the other jump meeting is at AYR. Well our AYR performance from last year and the 
year before hasn’t been great. I guess there are too many local trainers that we just 
don’t know much about so I think this year we are really going to try and maximise our 
Strengths, but we are always reviewing our selections for un profitable trends and it's 
looking like backing horses at Ayr over the long term only costs us money. So we 
would have to have Very Strong info to get involved at that track. We haven’t had that 
up there since FONTWELL ROAD won the Ayr gold cup all those years back. 


Things have been a bit hit ad miss for the start of the year but there are definite signs 
of improvement as the month goes on and we have some really nice bets lined up in 
the coming weeks if they equate to value in the market so I am excited to see what 
happens. Right forward we go with this weeks... 


TUESDAY'S HORSES IN FOCUS 


Hereford 12:20 Novices/Maiden Hurdle (Class 5) 16f - I know that there has been a lot 
of work put in to SABLE ISLAND 2/1 but I do see the price as been a problem. Yes the 
horse was useful on the flat for Sir Michael Stout but his mark was only similar to 
ROMANOR trading around 12/1 I think there is little to choose between them in past 
flat form yet the prices are miles apart and I personally would rather risk the larger 
price with horses of these profiles.


Hereford 12:50 Maiden Hurdle (Class 5) 20f - PITON PETE at 3/1 represents a little 
value. The horse really needs a strong pace to run at and didn’t get that at Plumpton 
latest. On that speed favouring track the horse was caught for toe and just couldn’t 
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keep up. Today the make up of the race should make it quickly run and then Piton can 
show what he is all about. 


Hereford 2:00 Handicap Chase (Class 4) 25f - The horse that beat HANDSOME SAM 
12/1 came out next race and destroyed another field of experienced rivals at Ludlow 
franking the form in no uncertain terms. Handsome Sam is expected to make into a 
120 horse this year. They feel he is improving at home as he learns about the game 
and a solid run is expected today. 


Hereford 3:05 Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) 20f - I can’t help thinking that COUGAR KID 
25/1 is too big for this race. Yes it’s a step up in class for the horse. That said the 
horse rates clear on the clock for us from a couple of run that have produced solid 
speed ratings. Course and distance winner the horse may be good enough to get a 
place at least and as for the horses mark I think it’s quite lenient currently so a small 
each way play could be the way to go. 


Hereford 3:40 Handicap Chase (Class 4) 19f - There are a couple at really big prices 
here the first is GORES ISLAND 20/1 a bit of an in out performer but on his day this 
12yo still has some ratings of note and from a stable in decent nick at the moment he 
should be considered despite younger rivals. The other is MODELIGO 33/1 not over 
raced for a 9 yo and has plenty of wins to his name albeit not over this far. The stable 
are slowly coming to hand and might well start knocking in a few winners at decent 
prices.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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